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the most significant change was that in most markets the 960 was offered with
an all new aluminium 24 valve dohc inline six cylinder engine often referred to
as white block in the volvo community due to its bare aluminium block maximum
power was 204 ps 150 kw at 6 000 rpm edmunds expert review of the used 1996
volvo 960 provides the latest look at trim level features and specs performance
safety and comfort 1 listings starting at 3 950 find 1 used volvo 960 as low as
3 950 on carsforsale com shop millions of cars from over 22 500 dealers and
find the perfect car research the volvo 960 and learn about its generations
redesigns and notable features from each individual model year volvo 960 used
1995 volvo 960 for sale review 1995 volvo 960 review overview review features
40 owner reviews 18 mpg combined mpg 233 mo cost to drive not available volvo
960 used 1997 volvo 960 for sale review 1997 volvo 960 review overview review
features 33 owner reviews 19 mpg combined mpg 224 mo cost to drive not
available test drive used volvo 960 at home from the top dealers in your area
used volvo 960 cars for sale including a 1995 volvo 960 sedan a 1996 volvo 960
sedan and a 1997 volvo 960 sedan ranging in price from 3 950 to 11 000 how much
is the used volvo 960 there are 2 used volvo 960 vehicles for sale near you
with an average cost of 5 497 prices for a used volvo 960 range from a high of
5 995 to a low model specifications model 960 produced 112 710 sedan 41 619
estate body 4 door sedan 5 door estate engine 6 cylinder in line dohc unit 2
473 cc or 2 922 cc transmission 5 speed manual or 4 speed automatic brakes
hydraulic all round disc brakes dimensions overall length 487 cm wheelbase 277
cm keywords 33 975 starting msrp overview 4 5 2 reviews 1 trim starting msrp
listed lowest to highest price base 34 655 wondering which trim is right for
you our 1992 volvo 960 trim comparison learn about the history specifications
and features of the volvo 960 a mid size executive sedan that was produced from
1990 to 1997 the web page covers the timeline pictures and details of each
generation of the 960 from the 1990 model with a redesigned front fascia and a
new engine to the 1994 model with a mid life refresh and improved safety
features find all the specs about volvo 960 from engine fuel to retail costs
dimensions and lots more choose the volvo 960 model and explore the versions
specs and photo galleries the 960 was distinguished by its slimline front end
which housed all new aluminum 24 valve inline six cylinder engine which
produced an impressive 204bhp at 6000rpm the 960 was substantially revised in
1994 with suspension changes improving the handling volvo 960 used 1994 volvo
960 for sale review 1994 volvo 960 review overview review features 29 owner
reviews 18 mpg combined mpg 237 mo cost to drive not available learn about the
evolution and features of the 900 series volvo s flagship range from 1991 to
1998 see how the 940 and 960 sedans and wagons combined classic volvo design
safety and performance with modern touches volvo 960 2 0 turbo 16v 1986cc
petrol 108 500 kilometres manual 4 speed find an affordable used volvo s60 with
no 1 japanese used car exporter be forward we always have a large selection of
low priced discounted vehicles in our stock list classifieds for classic volvo
volvo 960 new listings are added daily we were unable to find anything matching
your exact search criteria your search has been automatically expanded to show
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you results that you may be interested in 81 vehicles matched page 1 of 6 15
results per page search tools set an alert refine search sort by modelvolvo 900
series be forward auto parts all right reserved our liability is limited to the
price paid for the goods only engine modelb230 t faulty goods type
classification no161
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volvo 900 series wikipedia Apr 01 2024 the most significant change was that in
most markets the 960 was offered with an all new aluminium 24 valve dohc inline
six cylinder engine often referred to as white block in the volvo community due
to its bare aluminium block maximum power was 204 ps 150 kw at 6 000 rpm
1996 volvo 960 review ratings edmunds Feb 29 2024 edmunds expert review of the
used 1996 volvo 960 provides the latest look at trim level features and specs
performance safety and comfort
volvo 960 for sale carsforsale com Jan 30 2024 1 listings starting at 3 950
find 1 used volvo 960 as low as 3 950 on carsforsale com shop millions of cars
from over 22 500 dealers and find the perfect car
volvo 960 models generations redesigns cars com Dec 29 2023 research the volvo
960 and learn about its generations redesigns and notable features from each
individual model year
1995 volvo 960 review ratings edmunds Nov 27 2023 volvo 960 used 1995 volvo 960
for sale review 1995 volvo 960 review overview review features 40 owner reviews
18 mpg combined mpg 233 mo cost to drive not available
1997 volvo 960 review ratings edmunds Oct 27 2023 volvo 960 used 1997 volvo 960
for sale review 1997 volvo 960 review overview review features 33 owner reviews
19 mpg combined mpg 224 mo cost to drive not available
used volvo 960 for sale autotrader Sep 25 2023 test drive used volvo 960 at
home from the top dealers in your area used volvo 960 cars for sale including a
1995 volvo 960 sedan a 1996 volvo 960 sedan and a 1997 volvo 960 sedan ranging
in price from 3 950 to 11 000
used volvo 960 for sale near me edmunds Aug 25 2023 how much is the used volvo
960 there are 2 used volvo 960 vehicles for sale near you with an average cost
of 5 497 prices for a used volvo 960 range from a high of 5 995 to a low
volvo 960 1990 1997 volvo cars Jul 24 2023 model specifications model 960
produced 112 710 sedan 41 619 estate body 4 door sedan 5 door estate engine 6
cylinder in line dohc unit 2 473 cc or 2 922 cc transmission 5 speed manual or
4 speed automatic brakes hydraulic all round disc brakes dimensions overall
length 487 cm wheelbase 277 cm keywords
1992 volvo 960 specs price mpg reviews cars com Jun 22 2023 33 975 starting
msrp overview 4 5 2 reviews 1 trim starting msrp listed lowest to highest price
base 34 655 wondering which trim is right for you our 1992 volvo 960 trim
comparison
all volvo 960 models by year 1990 1997 autoevolution May 22 2023 learn about
the history specifications and features of the volvo 960 a mid size executive
sedan that was produced from 1990 to 1997 the web page covers the timeline
pictures and details of each generation of the 960 from the 1990 model with a
redesigned front fascia and a new engine to the 1994 model with a mid life
refresh and improved safety features
volvo 960 specs dimensions and photos car from japan Apr 20 2023 find all the
specs about volvo 960 from engine fuel to retail costs dimensions and lots more
choose the volvo 960 model and explore the versions specs and photo galleries
volvo 940 and 960 1990 1998 review honest john Mar 20 2023 the 960 was
distinguished by its slimline front end which housed all new aluminum 24 valve
inline six cylinder engine which produced an impressive 204bhp at 6000rpm the
960 was substantially revised in 1994 with suspension changes improving the
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handling
1994 volvo 960 review ratings edmunds Feb 16 2023 volvo 960 used 1994 volvo 960
for sale review 1994 volvo 960 review overview review features 29 owner reviews
18 mpg combined mpg 237 mo cost to drive not available
curbside classics 1991 1998 volvo 940 960 playing it safe Jan 18 2023 learn
about the evolution and features of the 900 series volvo s flagship range from
1991 to 1998 see how the 940 and 960 sedans and wagons combined classic volvo
design safety and performance with modern touches
classic cars volvo 960 for sale car and classic Dec 17 2022 volvo 960 2 0 turbo
16v 1986cc petrol 108 500 kilometres manual 4 speed
best price used volvo s60 for sale be forward Nov 15 2022 find an affordable
used volvo s60 with no 1 japanese used car exporter be forward we always have a
large selection of low priced discounted vehicles in our stock list
classic volvo volvo 960 for sale on classiccars com Oct 15 2022 classifieds for
classic volvo volvo 960 new listings are added daily we were unable to find
anything matching your exact search criteria your search has been automatically
expanded to show you results that you may be interested in 81 vehicles matched
page 1 of 6 15 results per page search tools set an alert refine search sort by
volvo volvo 900 series 1997 front left door regulator ebay Sep 13 2022
modelvolvo 900 series be forward auto parts all right reserved our liability is
limited to the price paid for the goods only engine modelb230 t faulty goods
type classification no161
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